
HOMILY: First Sunday in Lent March 6th 2022 

Theme: Lent is good for me. 

INTRODUCTION 

 Lent is good for me because Lent invites me to take a 

spiritual health check .Today’s scripture readings provides me 

with some incentives and guidelines.  

 The scene in today’s gospel, ----gives us three different 

temptations of Christ, by Satan, --- provide me with guidelines 

for my life and in my varied relationships with others. 

 The scene from today’s gospel presents me with a three 

act drama, set in the wilderness where Jesus and Satan duke it 

out. The drama is framed by multiple references to the Holy 

Spirit. --- After Christ’s baptism in the River Jordan, we read, He 

is filled with the Holy Spirit, scriptures says , and led by the 

Spirit throughout.  

 It is Satan who initiates each of the three encounters .He 

tempts Jesus to PRESTIGE --- Possessions, --- and RECKLESS 

BEHAVIOR. SATAN even cites scripture for the purpose. Satan is 

WILY.  

 Jesus’ role is one of calm and powerful resistance, invoking 

the Word of God at each encounter. The event in the 

wilderness is portrayed by St . Luke in today’s gospel, as a 

spiritual battle between good and evil  where Satan lays claim 



to dominion over all the kingdoms  of the world , while Jesus 

argues from a different arena where God and God’s word 

prevail . Jesus strongly resists false claims and false promises.  

 It is helpful for me to think about LENT as a season for 

building up my resistance ---a time where I acknowledge and 

resist the evil forces, involve naming these forces applying the 

tried and tested practices of PRAYER …FASTING… and  

ALMSGIVING. None of us here is running on empty.  The power 

of the Holy Spirit given me at my baptism , is available to me 

always as it was given Jesus in the desert. Any of us at anytime 

can be tempted and deceived. Evil can assume the appearance 

of good. --- Being alert to what can ensnare us is part of our 

Lenten health—check---up. 

 CONCLUSION 

 While my spiritual health check may point me in new 

directions in my life, it will also involve a returning to my ROOTS 

. 

Amen.   


